[Synapse formation and regeneration].
Synapse formation is probably the key process in neural development allowing signal transmission between nerve cells. As an interesting model of synapse maturation, we considered first the neuromuscular junction (NMJ), whose development is particularly dependent on intercellular interactions between the motor nerve and the skeletal muscle. Nerve and muscle have distinct roles in synaptic compartment differentiation. The initial steps of this differentiation and motor endplate formation require several postsynaptic molecular agents including agrin, the tyrosine kinase receptor MuSK and rapsyn. The agrin or motoneuron dependence of this process continues to be debated while the following steps of axonal growth and postsynaptic apparatus maintenance essentially depend on neuronal agrin and a neuron-specific signal dispersing ectopic AChR aggregate remainders, possibly mediated by acetylcholine itself. Neuregulin is essentially involved in Schwann's cell survival and guidance for axonal growth. In this paper, we will discuss the similarities between Central Nervous System (CNS) synaptic formation and Motor innervation. The limited ability of the CNS to create new synapses after nervous system injury will be then discussed with a final consideration of some new strategies elaborated to circumvent the limitations of lesion extension processes.